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Some people wish that the Liberian side 
of the border with Ivory Coast would be 
closed.

Grand Kru

REOPENING OF SCHOOLS

Welcome to the Internews Newsletter for humanitarian responders in Liberia. This newsletter is created with the intent to support the work of 
Ebola responders in connecting with the local population and understanding their information needs. Internews welcomes feedback, comments 

and suggestions from all organizations receiving this newsletter and invites you to forward, share and re-post this newsletter as widely as possible.

 http://www.usaid.gov/  http://www.healthcommcapacity.org/  https://www.internews.org/ 
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The residents ask why students and pupils are 
being encouraged to go to school even though 
the country is not Ebola-free.

Nimba

Bomi residents say schools have reopened, 
classes are very effective and Ebola prevention 
measures are strictly respected.

Bomi

The residents ask why students and pupils are 
being encouraged to go to school even though 
the country is not Ebola-free.

Maryland

People in Montserrado say school authorities 
do not encourage students and pupils to 
respect Ebola prevention measures.

Montserrado

There are speculations that schools are ill-
equipped with Ebola prevention kits.

Lofa

People say that schools in River Gee County that 
were initially shut down for their lack of compliance 
on Ebola prevention measures have now been 
reopened. They add that the closure came against a 
backdrop of corrupt meetings held between school 
authorities and the health and education Ministries.

River Gee

   Citizens say that Ebola prevention measures are not 
respected in schools within Grand Gedeh County. 
They add that the basic Ebola kits are absent.

Grand Gedeh

Citizens’ Feedback /internewsliberiahttps://www.facebook.com/internewsliberia?fref=ts
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BORDERS

Nimba residents report that the Liberian side of 
its border with Ivory Coast has been opened but 
the Ivorian government has denied doing the 
same. 
Also, people are reporting that since the curfew 
was lifted, crime waves have dropped.

Nimba

Residents of Grand Cape Mount County are 
advising that a border closure with Guinea and 
Sierra Leone would keep all three countries safe.

Bomi

Sinoe residents question the Liberian 
government’s decision to reopen its borders with 
Guinea and Sierra Leone despite failed attempts 
to effectively fight back Ebola in those countries.

Sineo

People are asking why the borders with Guinea 
and Sierra Leone have been opened despite their 
insignificant progress in their fight against Ebola.

Montserrado

People in Bong County are suggesting that their 
borders with Ebola-stricken countries (Guinea 
and Sierra Leone) should be closed because the 
World Health Organization (WHO) has not 
declared them Ebola-free.

Bong

Some people suggest a border closure with Guinea 
and Sierra Leone for fear of an Ebola spillover into 
Liberia.

River Gee

   Citizens are reporting that the Grand Gedeh side of the 
border is still closed, suggesting that it should be 
reopened for cross-border trade.  

Grand Gedeh

FOOD DISTRIBUTION

People are reporting that food distributed by the World 
Food Program (WFP) in the County has been widely 
accepted by Ebola survivors and orphans who initially 
feared it contained Ebola. 

River Cess
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In Grand Kru County, citizens are suggesting 
that ETUs should be shut down because 
they have gone for several months without 
any reported case of an Ebola patient.

Grand Kru

EBOLA VACCINE & TREATMENT UNITS

People in River Cess County are enquiring when 
they could start visiting sites where the bodies 
of the Ebola victims were buried. 

River Cess

Citizens are asking why Ebola Treatment Units 
(ETUs) still exist although the country has 
effectively rolled back the disease.

Grand Bassa

Residents are asking if the dismantled Ebola 
Treatment Units (ETUs) in Maryland County will 
now serve as Isolation Centers for other deadly 
infectious diseases.

Maryland

In Margibi, people are reporting that Ebola 
prevention measures have been widely 
abandoned by most citizens who believe Ebola 
no longer exists in Liberia.

Margibi

In River Gee County, citizens suggest that the Liberian 
government and its development partners should 
quarantine Ebola survivors for three months before 
they can be released into the communities.

River Gee

   People are suggesting that Ebola survivors should be 
quarantine for three months before being sent back 
into the communities. This will stop them from 
infecting their wives and partners, they add.

Grand Cape Mount
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Launching the DeySay project! 
Internews is proud to announce the launch of the “DeySay” project, an SMS rumors monitoring system that investigates rumors and perceptions spreading in the 

local communities in Liberia. The project is conducted in partnership with the Liberian National Red Cross Society, UNICEF and Project Concern International. 

Rumors reported in this section have been collected in real time by a network of trusted reporters, and namely by more than 1400 social mobilizers, religious 

leaders, Red Cross volunteers, health workers, and journalists around the country.

Organizations that are interested in accessing this data in an excel format can contact Tapang Ivo Tanku at tivo@internews.org 
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In Grand Kru County, people are saying that the Ebola vaccine is intended to infect many 
more people as the Liberian government seeks to maintain the flow of Ebola funds.

Grand Kru

EBOLA VACCINE TRIAL
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Lofa citizens rumor that parents are pulling out their children from schools 
and initiating them into witchcraft practices which they believe could protect 
them from Ebola. 

Lofa

People are saying that the Ebola vaccine has 
been disguised as a routine immunization.

Bong

 People say teachers are hiring secret agents to 
infect school children with Ebola.

Grand Kru

People rumor that the Ebola vaccine will infect many more 
Liberians and are discouraging volunteers from receiving it.

Nimba

It is being rumored that school benches have been 
infected with Ebola.

Grand Bassa

It is being rumored that schools in Montserrado will be 
closed because a new case of Ebola was discovered.

Montserado

 Rumors 

It is being rumored that the Ebola vaccine is 
harmful and primarily targets school children.

River Cess

Citizens rumor that the Ebola vaccine is intended 
to infect many more people.

Grand Gedeh 

SCHOOLS              

Bomi citizens rumor that they reject routine immunization because they fear it 
is the Ebola vaccine instead. Other people speculate that the government's 
decision to reopen schools is a ploy to spread Ebola nation-wide.

Bomi
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BORDER
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It is being rumored that doctors who successfully treated Ebola patients 
are now infecting many more Liberians.

Lofa

People rumor that President Ellen Johnson signed a partnership 
agreement with development partners to spread Ebola in Liberia 
by leaving its borders with Ebola-affected nations open.

Montserrado

The people rumor that the Liberian government is seeking more 
money from its donors by keeping its borders with Ebola-stricken 
countries open for any possible cross-border transmission.

In Margibi, the people are reporting that Ebola 
prevention measures have been widely abandoned by 
most citizens who now believe Ebola no longer exists 
in Liberia.

Margibi

People rumor that Ebola no longer exists in any part of Liberia.

Montserado

Bomi

EBOLA TREATMENT UNITES (ETUS)

It is being rumored that all members of a family in 
Montserrado recently died of Ebola and their bodies 
were secretly taken to an ETU by burial teams. 

Montserrado

People claim that Ebola Treatment Units (ETUs) charged 
$500 USD to bury a dead Ebola patient.

River Cess

EFFECTS OF PREVENTION MEASURES

People believe that washing hands with water that 
contains chlorine could cause cancer.

River Cess
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People in Montserrado County claim that the 
latest Ebola case was a false alarm sounded by 
the Liberian government and sought to 
persuade its donors for more Ebola funds.

Montserrado

EBOLA FUNDS  

Citizens in Grand Cape Mounty County rumor that 
the Ebola vaccine is a government ploy to infect 
Liberians with the diseases and as a consequence, 
receive more funds from donors.

Grand CapeMount

In Margibi, people are referring to the Liberian 
president's frequent visits out of the country as 
possible attempts to usher in western strategies that 
could help spread of Ebola in Liberia.

Margibi

In Grand Kru County, people are saying that the 
Ebola vaccine is intended to infect many more 
citizens because the Liberian government seeks 
to maintain the flow of Ebola funds.

Grand Kru

BEST PRACTICES

Gee Radio launched a new program called “Ebola 
Rumor Response,” aired every Saturday at 8pm (for 
one hour each week) – in which they discuss recent 
rumors, give accurate information for 30 minutes. It's 
followed by a call-in session for listeners to ask 
questions and report additional rumors they've been 
hearing. 

Last Saturday they had the local County Health Officer 
as a guest in-studio to discuss the new case in 
Monrovia, and the rumors surrounding it.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Existing community-based organizations (community gatherings, women's associations, men's gatherings, 
Parents Teachers' Association, school clubs, financial gatherings, etc.) can be used as information channels. Ebola-
related challenges can be discussed without taboos and stigmatization and feedback, questions and suggestions from 
the community could then be captured and shared with humanitarian responders.

2. Providing clear-cut visual recognition for immunization teams should reduce the risk that they get confused with 
the Ebola response. Most citizens do not know how to distinguish between the two groups. They tend to generalize them 
and this creates more panic and mistrust.

3. Teachers can be used as liaison persons between students and parents who sometimes still believe Ebola is 
present in schools. Teachers could also be trained on reporting rumors and be invited to local coordination meetings to 
inform local responders about what people are talking about within the community.

Humanitaritan Newsletter
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Journalists reporting rumors from 15 Counties 
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Alpha Daffae Senkpeni, LACSA Radio (Grand Bassa)Front Page Africa – 
County Correspondent, daffae82@gmail.com; 0886.432.042

Grand Bassa

Eric Opa Doue, Echo Radio (Jarpah Town, River Cess)  
eric.voicefm@gmail.com; opa.voicefm@gmail.com; 0770038122, 
0776483357, 0770461344

River Cess

Foday Sesay, Radio Bomi (Tubmanburg,BomiCounty),

dfoday70@gmail.com; 0777.008.527

Bomi

Max Klah, Voice of Sinoe (Greenville, Sinoe County)
maxkklah1962@gmail.com; 0886.816.314

Sinoe

Alfred Sirleaf, Daily Talk (Montserrado) 
dailytalknews@yahoo.com; 0770.534.892, 0886.473.067
Moses Kollie Garzeawu
Liberia Broadcasting System (Montserrado)
mokgeta@yahoo.com; ytl4youth@gmail.com;0888.609.081

Montserrado

Ibrahim M. Sesay, Radio Cape Mount (Sinje)
rahimsesay29@gmail.com; 0886.445.585 

Cape Mount

Ben B. Togbah, Jr., Radio Joy Africa (Kakata, Margibi County)
bentogbah1997@gmail.com; 0888.711.919  

Margibi

Franklin M. Flomo,  Youth Talk (Zorzor, Lofa County)
youthtalkliberia@yahoo.com; 0777.594.766

Lofa

Michael Wroh, Voice of Pleebo (MarylandCounty) 
michaelwroh@gmail.com; 0880.795.504

Maryland 

Mac Samah,  Voice of Flumpa(Nimba County), 
wmsamah64@gmail.com; voiceofflumpa@gmail.com; 0777.286.315

Nimba

Emmanuel Mulbah, Bong Mines Community Station (Bong Mine, 
Bong  sdmulbah@gmail.com; 0886.594.913, 0777.670.476 County)

Bong 

Justice GaddehGee Radio, (Fishtown, River Gee County)
gaddehjustice@gmail.com; 0776.633.23, 0886.633.239

River Gee

Moses Geply, Smile FM (Zwedru, Grand Gedeh 
toegeplyg@yahoo.com; 

County)
0880.748.253

Grand Gedeh

Karway Suah, Voice of Grand Kru, Barclayville;  0776025769

Grand Kru

Botoe McCay, Voice of 
Gbarpolu (Gbarpolu County)  
kporadiogbarpolu@gmail.com;
0888-019-242

Gbarpolu
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NATIONAL EBOLA SURVEY RESULTS

 

MONTHLY DATA

  
 

Internews is conducting recurring Information Needs Assessment via SMS surveys on a weekly 
basis. The data presented below is the result of nearly 300 surveys conducted in the entire 
country over the course of

 

the past month. The sample distribution by geographic location 
(county level) was aligned with national statistics as best as possible. However, with SMS 
surveys, the response rate tends to be skewed towards the younger and male population. The 
responses we obtained were higher for the group 25/34; 45% of the responders were from that 
group, 41% in between 15 and 24, and 9% over 35 years old. 37% of the responders were female 
and 63% male. Raw data is available for organizations that would like to use it upon request. 
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The most frequently asked questions in the Geopoll survey (March 2015)   
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Weekly Online content report: 23 - 27 March 2015  
 
This report analyzes data from several online sources including Twitter and Liberian accounts.    

 

            Twitter   

 
 

This report analyzes data from several online sources including Twitter and Liberian accounts. 
 

 
 

Most tweeted Ebola topics 
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Most influential Librerian Twitter accounts streaming on Ebola 
 
The influence of the accounts is measured on the number of its individual followers and the 
number of times their online contents have been re-tweeted or clicked. 
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              Online media   
 
Below is a list of influential contents published by Liberian online news outlets. The contents’ influence is 
measured by the number of readers. 
 

 

Key words:  
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